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Create a fragrance line for Hard Rock

Create an integrated brand image
for Hard Rock to amplify the brand
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02
The primary target audience for this 
campaign ranges between 20-30yrs03



Hard Rock has built a legacy of relationships 
with prestigious bands from around the world 
that offers imaginative and wholesome 
experiences.



The '60s was a time of the revolution, bringing with it a boom in culture, attitude, and style.  Rebelling 
against the status quo, people embracing self-expression in ways that were not previously accepted.

Hard Rock was built by people who embrace their individuality through music, and it became a place of 
inclusivity, authenticity, and cultural diversity. Rock music at the time symbolized precisely that. 

With people like Elton John, Queen, and John Lennon rising to popularity, this message could not have been 
more explicit. 

As trends in music change and the world continues to evolve; in people's souls remains a strong desire to 
stay true to themselves. 

Music is an outlet for that need. Hard Rock believes in this message and screams it loud and clear. 



Hard Rock is a legacy that celebrates music 
every day. They commit to delivering:

Authenticity
Independence



Casino HotelCafe

Hard Rock’s brand architecture allows it to 
compete not just as one whole brand, but also 
on every individual level with merchandise 
acting as a common thread across them all...

Merchandise





Entertain,Inform 
& Inspire People

Our Mission Is To 
Create 

We Define The Top
Of The Strip

Luxury Includes
Vacations

Where Ice Cream 
Is The Star

World's Most Popular 
Cruise Line





● Singular Themed Experience 
(e.g. Disney movie characters)

● Live performances 
(e.g. parades/character actors)

● Tailored towards children

● Local Culture
● Customised Themed 

Experiences 
● Nostalgia
● Tourism and Music
● Reward Programs

Disney
Hard Rock

● Live performances
● Philanthropy
● Pin collectors
● Memorable Experiences



Science shows that good music and 
smell both activate multiple parts 
of the brain

01

One sense can amplify the other, 
creating a stronger memory or 
recollection

02

Younger generations want to interact 
with brands through experiences03

Use this neurological connection to create a 
strong sensory experience

Create an experience that immerses the 
senses and  promotes strong brand recall

Provide opportunities and products that 
allow them to form a connection with the 
brand

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/brain-babble/201501/smells-ring-bells-how-smell-triggers-memories-and-emotions 

 https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-athletes-way/201312/why-do-the-songs-your-past-evoke-such-vivid-memories

https://myfabulousfragrance.com/the-similarities-between-fragrance-and-music

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/brain-babble/201501/smells-ring-bells-how-smell-triggers-memories-and-emotions
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-athletes-way/201312/why-do-the-songs-your-past-evoke-such-vivid-memories
https://myfabulousfragrance.com/the-similarities-between-fragrance-and-music


Visual memory fades by 
60%, scent only fades by 

Pairing a smell with an experience 
will increase retention of the brand

https://www.airscent.com/scent-marketing-11-research-backed
-benefits-to-bottom-line-profits/

https://www.airscent.com/scent-marketing-11-research-backed-benefits-to-bottom-line-profits/
https://www.airscent.com/scent-marketing-11-research-backed-benefits-to-bottom-line-profits/
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Purpose Desires

Product Need
Functional Benefits

Emotional Benefits

BRAND CUSTOMER

SHARED VALUES

SHARED EXPERIENCE



Purpose
To give customers a 
unique sensory-based 
experience through 
the Hard Rock brand.

Desires

Product Need

To have a personal 
connection with their 
favorite artist.

To have a memorable 
experience that they can 
share with people on 
social media.

Functional Benefits

Emotional Benefits

SHARED VALUES

SHARED EXPERIENCE

BRAND CUSTOMER

- Smells good
- Mood enhancing
- Triggers attraction

ROCK 
YOUR

SENSES
Organizing Idea





This is a story of diversity, inclusivity and connection. A harmonization of color, music, scent, 
and feeling. A composition where all is one. The silhouette that holds the antidote to bring you 
back to a memory or create new, meaningful ones. 

A kaleidoscope of legends and icons, artistry and sustainability, passion and culture. 
Shifting and changing at the turn of a hand, with the same story echoing true: embrace 
everyone. Hard Rock fragrance sets the stage where music pulses through all things and leaves a 
lasting impression on your skin and the planet. It is time in a bottle. Where emotions flow freely 
to the tunes played in the name of humanity, bringing to life the sensations within. 



Where artistry, sustainability, inclusivity and 
experience harmonize to serve your senses 
and our planet.



● The Seminole Tribe of Florida has a 
matrilineal culture

● They foster a place of diversity, inclusivity 
and connection

● Where all is one
● Hard Rock fragrance is an homage to that 

sentiment and invites and celebrates 
everyone



As part of our sustainability and social responsibility efforts, 
Hard Rock will partner up with a number of companies and 
organizations to launch a line of limited edition fragrances 
and merchandise. 

People over product



The Hemp Plastic Company produces 100% plant based products using the cannabis 
plant. Produces fabric, boxes, paper, denims...its uses are wide.

The Hundreds is a Los Angeles-based company that incorporates their trademark 
attitude and personal perspective on street subculture, with an emphasis on people 
over product. 

People over product

Robertet believes in ‘Giving Back’. They produce fragrances using raw materials and in 
turn financially support farmers to regrow the plants, flowers, trees, etc.



The launch of limited edition fragrances and 
merchandise will raise funds for our philanthropic 
efforts with the Wildlife Conservation Society. 





● They use cutting-edge science to understand the impacts of climate change 

on wildlife and natural resources, plan conservation and implement solutions 

for protecting ecosystems

● Their long-term conservation presence in the last wild places across the 

Americas, Africa, Asia, and Oceania

● They have loyal, established partnerships

● Their depth of knowledge that ensures effective conservation action

● They work with Indigenous Peoples and local communities to form the best 

approach for conservation



Currently, Hard Rock’s audience is between the 
ages of 40 and 55

With the new line of Fragrance we want to target 
Gen Z and Millennials specifically those 
between the ages of  

20-30 years



01 02 03



-Steppenwolf

02

03

Live in the moment and on the edge

Singles, friend groups, partiers, and 
gamblers

Fragrances play a huge role in their day 
to day, especially since they like 
creating new experience with people 

 

01

Experience Seekers



-Lenny Kravitz

It matters where you are going

Travel enthusiasts, corporate 
travelers, luxury travelers, and 
tourists

Always on the move, fragrances are 
a reminder of a trip or place

 

01

02

Travelers

03



Need music like they need oxygen

Have vintage and new technology to 
play it

Will collect anything that is inspired 
by their favorite music

 

01
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Music Junkies

-Queen

03



Millennials Gen Z

Instagram Youtube Snapchat Facebook

Twitter Spotify

Instagram Youtube Snapchat

TikTok

Twitter

Spotify Caffine

Social & Digital media touch points should be the 
top priority in 2020 according to statistics. 

Source: The Infinite Dial



of customers are more likely 
to purchase a product or 
service that provides a 
personalized experience

Create an experience that is 
personalized and shareable.

https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicat
es-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when
-brands-offer-personalized-experiences

https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicates-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when-brands-offer-personalized-experiences
https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicates-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when-brands-offer-personalized-experiences
https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicates-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when-brands-offer-personalized-experiences


of what you smell is retained 
by the human brain in the 
form of experiences

Use the Proust effect (involuntary 
memory and reference to evoke the 
power of scent) to create new 
experiences for the human brain.

https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicat
es-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when
-brands-offer-personalized-experiences

https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicates-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when-brands-offer-personalized-experiences
https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicates-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when-brands-offer-personalized-experiences
https://us.epsilon.com/pressroom/new-epsilon-research-indicates-80-of-consumers-are-more-likely-to-make-a-purchase-when-brands-offer-personalized-experiences


Senses are unique to every 
person. One sense can 
amplify another. 

Engage all the senses to create a truly 
immersive experience.

The Sense: Design beyond Vision by Ellen Lupton





Bon Jovi
-Metal sword cap, rusted metal look
-Heart shape crystal glass bottle
-Colored perfume
-Metal stand

Queen
-White china
-Embossment pattern
-Gold foil details

One OK Rock
-Wood blocking pattern
-Traditional Japanese painted wood















Our fragrances are a celebration of the classics of music. The rhythm you feel 
running through your veins, taking you to the ultimate place of euphoria. A stage 
where music connects to all, whether it be rock n’ roll or pop, country or blues. A 
story of diversity, inclusivity and connection, where emotions flow freely to 
music played in the name of passion.





Grapefruit 
Argentina 

Broom 
Absolute

Personality: Cheeky, young, 
energetic, sexy and fun

Packaging: Full wrapped glass 
fragrance bottle

Synthetic 
White Musk



Caryophyllene Nat

Amyris

Personality: Legendary,  
sexually liberated, rock, unique, 
bold, fearless

Packaging: Full wrapped glass 
fragrance bottle

Davana



Personality: Warm, strong, 
hyper, rocking

Packaging: Full wrapped glass 
fragrance bottle

Patchouli

Calamus

Beeswax 
Absolute 









Elements at-a-glance

Elements and their meaning 

01

02
Elements, placement, and usage03



Elements at-a-glance.01

Logo Elements Colors Primary  + Secondary

TypographyPatternsCo-Brand Logo

ROCK 
YOUR 
SENSES

Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit, sed 
do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt 

#de4d48

#c14599

#6c5ba7

#d8bd49 #2c132c

#99c9b4



● The visual symbol of what the 
company and its employees 
stand for

● Instantly recognizable, across all of 
HR’s manifestations

● Visually striking, consistent and 
well-designed

● Used to guide customers to do 
business with us

● Also instantly recognizable, but 
can stand alone

● Used as either black and white or one 
color art from the broader palette

● Visually striking, consistent and 
well-designed

● Used to guide customers to do 
business with us but also be intrigued 
with our family of brands

Elements and their meaning. 02

Logo + Co-Brand Logo



Elements and their meaning. 02

Typography



Elements and their meaning. 02

Patterns

AdamCamilaQueen



Elements and their meaning. 02

Elements 

Waves + Amoeba Shapes / 

Similar to sound waves, or 
record tracks on a LP, the 
consistent circular pattern is 
staple in our design. The 
Amoeba shape is simply 
reminiscent of Maitri’s design. 



Elements and their meaning. 02

Elements

Geometric Shapes / 

Kaleidoscopic shapes, that 
operate on the principle of multiple 
reflections. Always shifting 
through sense and surroundings. 



Elements and their meaning. 02

Colors

Colors  / 

Purple, burnt orange, fuschia, 
mustard, seafoam, and ink. 
Taken from the three different 
artists’ posters. Purple, fuschia, 
and burnt orange being the 
primary colors, and mustard, 
seafoam, and ink being the 
secondary colors. 

#99c9b4

#6c5ba7

#d8bd49

#de4d48

#c14599

#2c132c



 

Print

Event

Out of 
Home

Spotify

Social

Web/Mobile

A digital / sensory 
experience and live 
concert at Hard
Rock Florida 

-Posters 
-PR kits
-Fragrance 
 Packaging

-Instagram
-Snapchat
-Twitter
-TikTok
-Spotify
-Tinder

-Spotify Ads
-Podcast
-The Curated    
Playlist

-Transit
-Billboards
-Digital   
 Kiosks

-Banners
-Sponsored Ads
-Microsite
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-Banners
-Sponsored Ads

-Posters
-Influencers

Microsite

vv

-Posters 
-PR kits
-Fragrance
Packaging

Out of 
Home

Social 
Media
#RockYourSenses

Launch Event
A digital / sensory 

experience and live 
concert at Hard Rock 

Tampa









https://docs.google.com/file/d/1viC4NpCWByNqQs_65YptSrevu6n4hTPo/preview










Sponsored
Ads

Event Reveal
& Details

Influencer 
Posts & Intro to 

Bidding Site

Bidding Site 
and Launch

Updates

Reviews,
Engagement, &
Spotify Podcast

Sponsored ads that 
will lead to the 
bidding site.

Introduce the event 
and encourage 
people to visit 
the launch.

PR Kit unboxing and 
reviews by influencers 
and get them to talk 
about bidding site 
coming soon.

Countdown, Instagram 
story pictures of the 
crowd at the event and 
launch, red carpet style 
introduction of press and 
influencers, and bidding 
site updates.

Buyer reviews and 
brand engagement 
with audiences. 
Introduce Hard Rock 
Podcast on Spotify. 



















http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaP16aR1YQ8






https://docs.google.com/file/d/1yZuhFznbhBoj7ceG3dhMY9Z0vGTOZHSI/preview




Maroon 5QueenCamila

See

Temp

Texture

Taste

Glass

Light

Hyper, Intense

Hot Hot

Matte, Scratchy, 
Grungy 

Tequila, Vermouth, 
Bitters, Whiskey

 Low Ball

Red, Dark Flashing

Trippy, Swirly, Fluid

Warm

Velvet, Ruffle, Fur

Spicy, Dark rum, Lime, 
Pineapple, Absinthe (red), Red 
chilli powder for rim

Brand Balloon

Neon (orange, purple, yellow)

Hazy

Cool / Cold

Silk, Feather, Shiny

Mint, White Rum, 
Grapefruit, Club Soda, 
Purple Sugar for rim

Gimlet

Purple, Pink, Light Blue



Signature shirt booth 
(brings in philanthropy story)

Signature shirt booth 
with posters/video 

Bidding kioskBidding kiosk AR Screen



CAMILA



MAROON 5



QUEEN









Queen / Fit for a Queen Camila / The Havana Cabana Maroon 5  / Memories











Reception / Lobby : 

a. Filter in scent

b. Perfume display

c. Playlist from artist

         Pool : 

a. Towels (branded)

b. Scented sunscreen

 

       Spa :

a. Toiletries Sit

       Lobby Bathroom :

           b.     Scented soaps

                     c.     Playlist from artist

       Bar :

a. Craft cocktails

b. Flask










